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Kenny unearths how the mature considered Thomas Aquinas even supposing conceived within
the 13th century has a lot Aquinas on Mind to supply our realizing of the connection among
mind and will, physique and soul today.
Anthony Kenny presents a pleasant evaluation of St. Thomas' idiosyncratic philosophy mind. In
his usually transparent exposition, he introduces the reader to Aquinas' perspectives on
perception, freedom of the will, and the connection among brain and body. although it has
philosophy of brain as its focus, i discovered it tremendous invaluable for making experience of
St. Thomas's metaphysics and ontology of human personhood. one other advantage of this
booklet is that it really is short; every one of its chapters holiday down titanic themes in viable
sizes, so the reader can get a great lay a of the land in a single sitting if one desires to examine
one specific topic. Kenny interprets Aquinas well, and has insightful reviews all through as he
compares and contrasts the Angelic general practitioner with modern thinkers. i can't say if
Kenny is true in all his interpretations, however it is an outstanding position Aquinas on Mind to
start. hugely recommended.
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